The UAE Reaffirms Regional Peace Efforts at Historic Meeting

April 4, 2022

UAE Minister of Foreign Affairs and International Cooperation HH Sheikh Abdullah bin Zayed attended the "Negev Summit" in Israel with his counterparts from the US, Israel, Egypt, Morocco and Bahrain, reaffirming the importance of working together to enhance collaboration and foster a more prosperous future.

"It's by us standing together, it's by our people-to-people relationships. It's by creating a better environment for our businesses to work with each other. That's the way we can go after the narrative of hate, of incitement," said His Highness on the Abraham Accords.

READ MORE
“Had an excellent meeting today with Crown Prince @MohamedBinZayed to reaffirm our strong partnership. We discussed ways we can promote regional security and deepen regional cooperation, as well as strengthen our defense partnership.”

—US Secretary of State Antony Blinken on meeting with HH Sheikh Mohamed bin Zayed Al Nahyan
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@UnderSecStateJ

Great to join @Elazar_stern and Abdul Rahman Al Owais @UAEMOH for the inaugural meeting of the Coexistence Working Group. Together we will emphasize the importance of promoting religious coexistence and countering hatred through this new forum.

@AmbAlKhaja

Football stars, top chefs, Ministers and Ambassadors of 🇮🇱🇺🇸🇧🇭🇲🇦🇦🇪 hosted by the UAE for the #AbrahamAccordsFestival! Thank you @USAmbIsrael for your vision and initiative & thank you @expo2020dubai for hosting this incredible celebration of sports, culture & culinary diplomacy.

@HamdanMohammed

Today, I met with the Mayor of Miami at @expo2020dubai and discussed ways to expand cooperation between the two cities. I also witnessed the signing of a Memorandum of understanding to boost collaboration in various sectors with the aim of advancing mutual interests.

@ENEC_UAE

Unit 2 of the #BarakahPlant has started commercial operations, a proud moment for the nation as we generate even more clean electricity 24/7, accelerating our efforts to achieving Net Zero 2050.
Expo 2020 Dubai by the Numbers

Upon the closing of Expo 2020 Dubai, Expo’s architectural, artistic and technological marvels will be transformed into District 2020 — a smart, human-centric, mixed-use community that will extend Expo 2020’s lasting legacy of global innovation and collaboration for generations to come. Explore the site.

This Month at the UAE Embassy in Washington

- Head of Cultural Diplomacy Dana Al Marashi visited the Florida Keys to highlight the UAE’s coral reef restoration and education project with United Way Collier County and NOAA. Learn more.

- Delegates from Fort Lauderdale and Broward County, Florida visited the UAE to deepen UAE-Florida trade ties.

- The Embassy hosted the Young Professionals in Foreign Policy on a cultural exchange delegation to the UAE. Read reflections from the delegates on the bridges they built with Emirati peers.
This Month in History

This April marks one year since the groundbreaking UAE-US Agriculture Innovation Mission for Climate (AIM for Climate) was announced at the White House Leaders Summit on Climate. The joint initiative is building resilient and sustainable food systems through agricultural innovation and raising global ambition on transformative climate action. Officially launched at COP26, AIM for Climate already raised $4 billion in investment and set a goal to double investment to $8 billion by November 2022.

50 Years of US-UAE Friendship

Learn how the US and UAE are united for the next 50.
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